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A chiral unitary approach for antikaon-nucleon scattering in on-shell factorization is studied. We
find multiple sets of parameters for which the model describes all existing hadronic data similarly
well. We confirm the two-pole structure of the Λ(1405). The narrow Λ(1405) pole appears at
comparable positions in the complex energy plane, whereas the location of the broad pole suffers
from a large uncertainty. In the second step, we use a simple model for photoproduction of K+πΣ

off the proton and confront it with the experimental data from the CLAS collaboration. It is found
that only a few of the hadronic solutions allow for a consistent description of the CLAS data
within the assumed reaction mechanism.
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1. Introduction

The strangeness S = −1 resonance Λ(1405) is believed to be dynamically generated through
coupled-channel effects in the antikaon-nucleon interaction. A further intricate feature is its two-
pole structure. Within chiral unitary approaches, which are considered to be the best tool to address
the chiral SU(3) dynamics in such type of system, the investigation of the two-pole structure was
initiated in Ref. [1] and thoroughly analyzed in many publications, for a review see Ref. [2]. How-
ever, the scattering data alone do not allow to pin down the poles with good precision, as it is known
since long, see e.g. Ref. [3].

Recently, very sophisticated measurements of the reaction γ p→ K+Σπ were performed by
the CLAS collaboration at JLAB, see Ref. [4]. There, the invariant mass distribution of all three
πΣ channels was determined in a broad energy range and with high resolution. First theoretical
analyses of this data have already been performed on the basis of a chiral unitary approach in
Refs. [5, 6]. In this work, we take up the challenge to combine our next-to-leading order approach
of antikaon-nucleon scattering [7] in an on-shell approximation with the CLAS data.

First, we construct a family of solutions that lead to a good description of the scattering and
the SIDDHARTA data. This reconfirms the two-pole structure of the Λ(1405). As before, we find
that the location of the second pole in the complex energy plane is not well determined from these
data alone. Then, we address the issue how this ambiguity can be constrained from the CLAS
data. Similar to Ref. [5], we use a simple semi-phenomenological model for the photoproduction
process that combines the description of the hadronic scattering with a simple polynomial and
energy-dependent ansatz for the photoproduction of K+ and a meson-baryon pair of strangeness
S = −1 off the proton. The corresponding energy- and channel-dependent constants are fit to the
CLAS data. However, it appears that not all solutions, consistent with the scattering data, lead
to a decent fit to the photoproduction data. Moreover, we find that the solutions, consistent with
photoproduction and scattering data lead to similar positions of both poles of Λ(1405).

2. Antikaon-nucleon scattering

2.1 Model

The starting point of the present analysis is the meson-baryon scattering amplitude in the
strangeness S = −1 sector. We assume a simplified version of the amplitude constructed and de-
scribed in detail in the original publication [8] as well as in Refs. [9, 10], to which we refer the
reader for conceptual details. We start from the chiral Lagrangian of leading (LO) and next-to-
leading (NLO) order. For the reasons given in Refs. [8, 9, 10], the s- and u-channel one-baryon
exchange diagrams are neglected, leaving us with the following chiral potential

V (/q2,/q1; p) = AWT ( /q1 + /q2)+A14(q1 ·q2)+A57[ /q1, /q2]+AM +A811

(
/q2(q1 · p)+ /q1(q2 · p)

)
,

(2.1)

were the incoming and outgoing meson four-momenta are denoted by q1 and q2, whereas the
overall four-momentum of the meson-baryon system is denoted by p. The AWT , A14, A57, AM and
A811 are 10-dimensional matrices which encode the coupling strengths between all 10 channels of
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Figure 1: Fit results compared to the experimental data from Refs. [13, 14, 15, 16]. Different colors cor-
respond to the eight best solutions, while the bands represent the 1σ uncertainty due to errors of the fit
parameters. The color coding is specified in Fig. 2.

the meson-baryon system for strangeness S =−1, i.e. {K−p, K̄0n, π0Λ, π0Σ0, π+Σ−, π−Σ+, ηΛ,
ηΣ0, K+Ξ−, K0Ξ0}. These matrices depend on the meson decay constants, the baryon mass in the
chiral limit, the meson masses as well as 14 low-energy constants (LECs) as specified the original
publication [8].

Due to the appearance of the Λ(1405) resonance just below the K̄N threshold and large mo-
mentum transfer, the strict chiral expansion is not applicable for the present system. Instead, the
above potential is used as a driving term of the coupled-channel Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE),
for NLO approaches see e.g. Ref. [7, 11, 12, 3]. For the meson-baryon scattering amplitude
T (/q2,/q1; p) the integral equation to be solved reads

T (/q2,/q1; p) =V (/q2,/q1; p)+ i
∫ dd l

(2π)d V (/q2,
/l ; p)S(/p−/l )∆(l)T (/l ,/q1; p) , (2.2)

where S and ∆ represent the baryon (of mass m) and the meson (of mass M) propagator, respec-
tively, and are given by iS(/p) = i/(/p−m+ iε) and i∆(k) = i/(k2−M2 + iε). Moreover, T , V , S
and ∆ in the last expression are matrices in the channel space. The loop diagrams appearing above
are treated using dimensional regularization and applying the usual MS subtraction scheme in the
spirit of our previous work [10]. Note that the modified loop integrals are still scale-dependent.
This scale µ reflects the influence of the higher-order terms not included in our potential. It is used
as a fit parameter of our approach. To be precise, we have 6 such parameters in the isospin basis.

The above equation can be solved analytically, if the kernel contains contact terms only, see
Ref. [9] for the corresponding solution. Using this solution for the strangeness S = −1 system,
we have shown in Ref. [7] that once the full off-shell amplitude is constructed, one can easily
reduce it to the on-shell solution, i.e. setting all tadpole integrals to zero. It appears that the
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Fit # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

χ2
d.o.f. (hadronic data) 1.35 1.14 0.99 0.96 1.06 1.02 1.15 0.90

χ2
p.p. (CLAS data) 3.18 1.94 2.56 1.77 1.90 6.11 2.93 3.14

Table 1: Quality of the various fits in the description of the hadronic and the photoproduction data from
CLAS. For the definition of χ2

p.p., see the text.

double pole structure of the Λ(1405) is preserved by this reduction and that the positions of the
two poles are changing only by about 20 MeV in imaginary part. On the other hand, the use of
the on-shell approximation of the Eq. (2.2) reduces the computational time roughly by a factor of
30. Therefore, since we wish to explore the parameter space in more detail, it seems to be safe
and also quite meaningful to start from the solution of the BSE (2.2) with the chiral potential (2.1)
on the mass-shell. Once the parameter space is explored well enough we can slowly turn on the
tadpole integrals obtaining the full off-shell solution. Such a solution will become a part of a more
sophisticated two-meson photoproduction amplitude in a future publication.

2.2 Fit procedure and results

The free parameters of the present model, the low-energy constants as well as the regulariza-
tion scales µ are adjusted to reproduce all known experimental data in the meson-baryon sector
of strangeness S = −1. The main bulk of this data consists of the cross sections for the pro-
cesses K−p→ MB, where MB ∈ {K−p, K̄0n,π0Λ,π+Σ−,π0Σ0,π−Σ+}, and laboratory momen-
tum Plab < 300 MeV, from Refs. [13, 14, 15, 16]. Electromagnetic effects are not included in the
analysis and assumed to be negligible at the measured values of Plab. Additionally, at the antikaon-
nucleon threshold, we consider the decay ratios from Refs. [17, 18] as well as the energy shift
and width of kaonic hydrogen in the 1s state from the SIDDHARTA experiment at DAΦNE [19]
related to the K−p scattering length via the modified Deser-type formula [20]. Due to the preci-
sion of the experiment, the latter two values have already become the most important input in this
sector. In principle, both K̄N scattering lengths can be determined directly, performing a comple-
mentary measurement on the kaonic deuterium, see Refs. [21, 22] for the proposed experiments.
The strong energy shift and width of the latter can again be related to the antikaon-deuteron scat-
tering length, using the the modified Deser-type formula [20] and finally to the antikaon-nucleon
scattering lengths as described in Ref. [23].

The fit to the above data was performed minimizing χ2
d.o.f. using several thousands randomly

distributed sets of starting values of the free parameters. The latter were assumed to be of natural
size, while the unphysical solutions, e.g. poles on the first Riemann sheet for Im(W ) < 200 MeV
(W :=

√
p2), were sorted out. For more details on the fitting procedure and results, we refer the

reader to the original publication [8]. Eight best solutions were obtained by this, see second row
of Tab. 1, whereas the next best χ2

d.o.f. are at least one order of magnitude larger. The results of the
fits compared to experimental data are presented in Fig. 1, where every solution is represented by
a distinct color.
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Figure 2: Double pole structure of the Λ(1405) in the complex energy plane for the eight solutions that de-
scribe the scattering and the SIDDHARTA data. For easier reading, we have labeled the second pole of these
solutions by the corresponding fit #, where 5 and 5′ denote the second pole on the second Riemann sheet,
connected to the real axis between the πΣ− K̄N and K̄N−ηΛ thresholds, respectively. For comparison,
various results from the literature are also shown, see Refs. [3, 12, 11, 7, 5].

The data are described equally well by all eight solutions, showing, however, different func-
tional behaviour of the cross sections as a function of Plab. When continued analytically to the
complex W plane, all eight solutions confirm the double pole structure of the Λ(1405), see Fig. 2.
There, the narrow pole lies on the Riemann sheet, connected to the real axis between the πΣ− K̄N
thresholds for every solution. The second poles lie on the Riemann sheets, connected to the real
axis between the following thresholds: πΣ− K̄N for solution 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8; πΛ−πΣ for solution
3; K̄N−ηΛ for solutions 6 and 7. Please note that the second pole of the solution 5 has a shadow
pole (5’ in Fig 2) on the Riemann sheet, connected to the real axis between K̄N−ηΛ thresholds.
The scattering amplitude is restricted around the K̄N threshold by the SIDDHARTA measurement
quite strongly. Therefore, in the complex W plane we observe a very stable behaviour of the am-
plitude at this energy, i.e. the position of the narrow pole agrees among all solutions within the 1σ

parameter errors, see Fig. 2. This is in line with the findings of other groups [11, 3, 12], i.e. one
observes stability of the position of the narrow pole. Quantitatively, the first pole found in these
models is located at somewhat lower energies and is slightly broader than those of our model. In
view of the stability of the pole position, we trace this shift to the different treatment of the Born
term contributions to the chiral potential utilized in Refs. [11, 3, 12].

The position of the second pole is, on the other hand, less restricted. To be more precise, for
the real part we find three clusters of these poles: around the πΣ threshold, around the K̄N threshold
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Figure 3: Comparison of all solutions describing the πΣ mass distribution at W̃ = 2.5 GeV in all three
channels π+Σ− (green, dashed), π−Σ+ (full, red) and π0Σ0 (blue, dotted).

as well as around 1470 MeV. For several solutions there is some agreement in the positions of the
second pole between the present analysis and the one of Ref. [12] and of our previous work [7].
However, as the experimental data is described similarly well by all fit solutions, one can not reject
any of them. Thus, the distribution of poles represents the systematic uncertainty of the present
approach. It appears to be quite large, but is still significantly smaller than the older analysis of
Ref. [3]. Recall that no restrictions were put on the parameters of the model, except for naturalness.

3. Photoproduction amplitude

In the last section we have demonstrated that the present model for the meson-baryon interac-
tion possess at least eight different solutions, which all describe the hadronic data similarly well. In
this section, we wish to see whether these solutions are compatible with the photoproduction data,
if they are considered as a final-state interaction of the reaction γ p→ K+Σπ . For this purpose it is
sufficient to consider the simple ansatz

M j(W̃ ,Minv) =
10

∑
i=1

Ci(W̃ )Gi(Minv) f i, j
0+(Minv) , (3.1)

where W̃ and Minv denote the total energy of the system and the invariant mass of the πΣ subsystem,
respectively. For a specific meson-baryon channel i, the energy-dependent (and in general complex
valued) constants Ci(W̃ ) describe the reaction mechanism of γ p→K+MiBi, whereas the final-state
interaction is captured by the standard Höhler partial waves f0+. For a specific meson-baryon
channel i, the Greens function is denoted by Gi(Minv) and is given by the one-loop meson baryon
function in dimensional regularization.

The regularization scales appearing in the Eq. (3.1) via the Gi(Minv) have already been fixed
in the fit to the hadronic cross sections and the SIDDHARTA data. Thus, the only new parame-
ters of the photoproduction amplitude are the constants Ci(W̃ ) which, however, are quite numer-
ous (10 for each W̃ ). These parameters are adjusted to reproduce the invariant mass distribution
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dσ/dMinv(Minv) for the final π+Σ−, π0Σ0 and π−Σ+ states and for all 9 measured total energy
values W̃ = 2.0, 2.1, .., 2.8 GeV. The achieved quality of the photoproduction fits is listed in the
third row of Tab. 1, whereas the χ2

d.o.f. of the hadronic part are stated in the second row. Note
that for the comparison of the photoproduction fits the quantity χ2

d.o.f. is not meaningful due to the
large number of generic parameters Ci(W̃ ). Therefore, we compare the total χ2 divided by the total
number of data points for all three πΣ final states, denoted by χ2

p.p.. For the same reason it is not
meaningful to perform a global fit, minimizing the total χ2

d.o.f..
It turns out that even within such a simple and flexible photoproduction amplitude, only the

solutions #2, #4 and #5 of the eight hadronic solutions allow for a decent description of the CLAS
data. While the total χ2 per data point of these solutions is very close to each other, the next best
solution has a 40% larger total χ2

p.p. than the best one. The failure of the solutions #1, #3, #6, #7 and
#8 becomes quite evident in a one-to-one comparison of all eight solutions fitted to the CLAS data
as presented in Fig. 3 for one particular cms energy chosen as a typical example. Moreover, the
hadronic amplitudes are determined up to 1σ error bands. Therefore, it is a priori not clear, whether
some of the hadronic solutions lying within these error bands may lead to a better fit of the CLAS
data. We have checked this explicitly, considering a large number of hadronic solutions distributed
randomly around the central ones. For every such solution a fit to the CLAS data was performed
independently and no significantly better fit was found to those of the central solution. Therefore,
we consider the above exclusion principle of the hadronic solutions as statistically stable. For
further discussion on this aspect see Ref. [8].

The best solution is indeed #4, which, incidentally, has also the lowest χ2
d.o.f. for the hadronic

part. This solution also gives an excellent description of the Σππ mass distribution from Ref. [24],
calculated using the method developed in Ref. [1]. With respect to these data, solution #2 is also
satisfactory but #5 is not. Therefore, the photoproduction data combined with the scattering and the
SIDDHARTA data lead to a sizable reduction in the ambiguity of the second pole of the Λ(1405).
In fact, the second pole of the surviving solutions is close to the value found in Ref. [5], see Fig. 2,
and also close to the central value of the analysis based on scattering data only [3]. To be precise,
the locations of the two poles in these surviving solutions are (all in MeV)

solution pole 1 pole 2

#2 1434+2
−2− i10+2

−1 1330+4
−5 − i56+17

−11
#4 1429+8

−7− i12+2
−3 1325+15

−15− i90+12
−18

We conclude that the inclusion of the CLAS data as experimental input can serve as a new
important constraint on the antikaon-nucleon scattering amplitude. However, for future studies a
theoretically more robust model for the two-meson photoproduction amplitude is required. We
propose that a generalization of the one-meson photoproduction model, presented in Ref. [25, 9],
may be the next logical step for this endeavor.
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